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WE ARE HERE TO 
MAKE YOUR CRYSTAL 
DREAM COME TRUE



BOHEMIA TREASURY
BOHEMIA TREASURY is a Czech glass company with headquarters in Prague with a production base in the Bohemia highlands in the vicinity of Svetla 
and Havlickuv Brod. The company was founded in 2009 and builds on the traditional of Czech glassmaking, which has a deep and ancient tradition in the 
Bohemia lands, dating back to the early Middle Ages.

Bohemia Treasury offers exceptional product development and production services, utilizing some of the most talented designers and top decorators 
in Czech Republic and most modern & technologically advanced production lines. In the fi eld of handmade crystal decoration, Bohemia Treasury belongs 
to the absolute top. We carry a great line of products that are being sold worldwide.

Furthermore Bohemia Treasury offers exclusivity on selected models in different market zones for protection and higher profi tability of our customers. 
Bohemia Treasury has earned the loyalty of its customers and their continuous business by providing excellent logistics, timely delivery of ordered goods, 
Quality products with optimal Packaging and competitive prices time & time again. 

THIS IS HOW WE MAKE CRYSTAL DREAMS COME TRUE!



Ponti HARLEQUIN

Samba HARLEQUIN

Porto HARLEQUIN

Flamenco HARLEQUIN

COLOURED WHISKY SET



COLLECTION

SAMBA

Samba is rhythmic dance full of sun, joyfulness
and optimism.

It shall hot up your body so you forgot for all daily 
worries. Right this life fl owing is emphasized in the wavy 
vertical design of this timeless collection.



Bowl 305Footed Bowl 305Footed Vase 405 Vase 305 Bowl 210

Footed Cov. Box 250Footed Shallow Bowl 350 Shallow Bowl 350 Cov. Box 210



COLLECTION

SAMBA

Samba is rhythmic dance full of sun, joyfulness
and optimism.

It shall hot up your body so you forgot for all daily 
worries. Right this life fl owing is emphasized in the wavy 
vertical design of this timeless collection.



Whisky set 1+6

Tumbler 320 Bottle 750



COLOURED

SAMBA

Our collections are supplied in the wide range 
of colour variations.

Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your 
home and point the attention of your friends – try to 
give a space to your dreams and fantasy.



AMBER
Soft touch of Honey.

BLUE
Clear summer Sky.

RED
Spanish temperament 
rich Red.

GREY
Modern Art.

VIOLET
Mysterious Magic.

GREY SMOKE
Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

PINK
Decent rose.

PURPLE
Passional
and noble Purple.

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305Vase 305

AQUAMARINE
Delicate tincture of ocean.

Vase 305Vase 305

GREEN
Spring taste.

ORANGE
Saffron mood.

Vase 305 Vase 305

GRADIENT 
Magic deep.

Vase 305

Vase 305



GOLD AND PLATINUM

SAMBA

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



RHAPSODY OPERA. SYMPHONY

MELODY HARMONY

Vase 305

Vase 305 Vase 305

Shallow Bowl 350

Bowl 305 Bowl 305

Vase 305 Shallow Bowl 350 Vase 305 Shallow Bowl 350



GOLD AND PLATINUM

SAMBA

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



ROCK

FOLK JAZZ

Vase 305

Vase 305 Vase 305Footed Shallow Bowl 350 Shallow Bowl 350 Footed Shallow Bowl 350 Shallow Bowl 350

Footed Bowl 305 Footed Bowl 305



COLLECTION

SAMBA

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



Tumbler 320 Bottle 750

Whisky set 1+6

Whisky set 1+6Bottle 750 Whisky set 1+6

Tumbler 320 Whisky set 1+6

MELODY

HARMONY

Bottle 750Bottle 750



COLLECTION

FLAMENCO

Dynamic lines of the collection has been inspired by 
the substance of this same name dance.

The frolic sharply contrasts with the still mimic of 
the female dancers who express their sorrow through 
the motion temperament. Apparent opposite of the 
dual lines creates extraordinarily effective image of this 
collection.



Bowl 205 Bowl 130

Cov. Box 130 Teacup 150

Cov. Box 205Footed   Cov. Box 250

Plate 205Plate 330Footed   Plate 330

Bowl 330 Footed   Bowl 330

Bowl 295

Footed   Bowl 295Vase 300Footed   Vase 380



COLLECTION

FLAMENCO

Dynamic lines of the collection has been inspired by 
the substance of this same name dance.

The frolic sharply contrasts with the still mimic of 
the female dancers who express their sorrow through 
the motion temperament. Apparent opposite of the 
dual lines creates extraordinarily effective image of this 
collection.



Bottle 750Tumbler 320

Whisky set 1+6



COLOURED

FLAMENCO

Our collections are supplied in the wide range 
of colour variations.

Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your 
home and point the attention of your friends – try to 
give a space to your dreams and fantasy.



AMBER
Soft touch of Honey.

BLUE
Clear summer Sky.

LEMON
Touch of Nature.

RED
Spanish temperament rich Red.

GREY SMOKE
Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

PURPLE
Passional and noble Purple.

Vase 305 Vase 305 Vase 305Vase 305

Vase 305

AQUAMARINE
Delicate tincture of ocean.

Vase 305Vase 305

Vase 305

GREEN
Spring taste.

Vase 305

LIGHT GREY
Modern art.

Vase 305

LIGHT VIOLET
Mysterious magic.

Vase 305



GOLD

FLAMENCO

Gold decoration provides to crystal collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden decorations are sign of real luxury for the whole 
history of mankind. Especially golden decorations are 
probably the only one which never came out of fashion. 
We have created really luxury designs with appliance 
of gold and platinum which provide to these individual 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.



SOFT BELT

ORNAMENT FLAMES

Vase 300

Vase 300

Vase 300

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295 Bowl 295 Bowl 295

Bowl 295 Footed Bowl 295

Footed Bowl 295

Footed Bowl 295 Bowl 295



GOLD

FLAMENCO

Gold decoration provides to crystal collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden decorations are sign of real luxury for the whole 
history of mankind. Especially golden decorations are 
probably the only one which never came out of fashion. 
We have created really luxury designs with appliance 
of gold and platinum which provide to these individual 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.



MEADOWSTRIPE

Vase 300 Footed Bowl 295 Bowl 295 Bowl 295Footed Bowl 295Vase 300

CROWN

Vase 300 Footed Shallow Bowl 330Footed Shallow Bowl 330 Shallow Bowl 330



CUT

FLAMENCO

Our designers completed collections by suitable cutting 
which provides to this article additional craftsmanship.

Our collections are also offered with additional cuttings 
which has in Bohemia very long tradition. Each cutting 
represents unique pattern and perfect workmanship 
and exceptionality. 



PYRAMID

PYRAMID & GOLD

ARTIC ICE

PETALS PETALS MATT

Vase 300 Vase 300 Vase 300

Vase 300 Vase 300Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295 Footed Bowl 295 Footed Bowl 295

Footed Bowl 295 Footed Bowl 295Footed Bowl 295 Vase 300



COLLECTION

FLAMENCO

Gold decoration provides to crystal collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden decorations are sign of real luxury for the whole 
history of mankind. Especially golden decorations are 
probably the only one which never came out of fashion. 
We have created really luxury designs with appliance 
of gold and platinum which provide to these individual 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.



Bottle 750Tumbler 320 Bottle 750

Whisky set 1+6

MEADOW



COLLECTION

BOLERO

Typical element of the Spanish folk dance is walking 
(paseo) with a sudden stop (bien parado).

The marks of individual traces of walks and sudden stops 
of female dancers breathed in life to this unique design.



Footed   Bowl 310

Bowl 310

Vase 305Footed   Vase 405 Footed   Cov. Box 250

Cov. Box 210Bowl 210



COLOURED

BOLERO

Our collections are supplied in the wide range of colour 
variations.

Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your home 
and point the attention of your friends – try to give a space 
to your dreams and fantasy.



AMBER
Soft touch of Honey.

BLUE
Clear summer Sky.

RED
Spanish temperament rich Red.

GREY SMOKE
Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

PURPLE
Passional and noble Purple.

VIOLET
Passional and noble Violet.

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305 Vase 305

Vase 305Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310 Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310



GOLD AND PLATINUM

BOLERO

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



PIANO

FOUR ELEMENTS

CHORD

Vase 305 Footed Bowl 310 Bowl 310Vase 305

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Bowl 310

Bowl 310Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310Footed Bowl 310

Vase 305



GOLD

BOLERO

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



MEADOW

SOFT

LEAF

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310Bowl 310

Bowl 310

Bowl 310



CUT

BOLERO

Our designers completed collections by suitable cutting 
which provides to this article additional craftsmanship.

Our collections are also offered with additional cuttings 
which has in Bohemia very long tradition. Each cutting 
represents unique pattern and perfect workmanship 
and exceptionality. 



ICE ICE MATT TWIN

TWIN MATT. FROZEN

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305

Vase 305Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310

Footed Bowl 310



COLLECTION

PONTI

Soft and nonviolent lines of the product brings
the feeling of twist dance.

Dancing twist represents the freedom, joy 
and happiness. Twist defi nitely deserves its place 
among dances, it is lively, original and quirky.



Vase 330 Bowl 310

Tumbler 320 Bottle 750 Whisky set 1+6



COLOURED

PONTI

Our collections are supplied in the wide range 
of colour variations.

Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your 
home and point the attention of your friends – try to 
give a space to your dreams and fantasy.



LIGHT GREEN
Spring taste.

BLUE
Clear summer Sky.

AQUAMARINE
Delicate tincture of ocean.

RED
Spanish temperament rich Red.

GREY SMOKE
Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

PURPLE
Passional and noble Purple.

LIGHT VIOLET
Mysterious Magic.

Vase 330

Vase 330Vase 330

Vase 330 Vase 330

Vase 330 Vase 330

AMBER
Soft touch of Honey.

Vase 330



COLLECTION

PONTI

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



TWIST

MEADOW

Tumbler 320

Tumbler 320

Bottle 750 Whisky set 1+6

Whisky set 1+6Bottle 750



COLLECTION

PORTO

A very interesting experience in Portugal is a live 
concert of a musical style called fado.

In larger cities, there are countless pleasant bars, 
where small groups of guitarists (using a twelve-string 
instrument) and charismatic singers play with a glass of 
wine in the evenings.The speech is extremely emotional, 
the performer plays with dynamics and tempo. The 
content of melancholic lyrics is the longing for a loved 
one, social inequality, often, for example, the diffi cult 
fate of a sailor or the belief in a better future.



Tumbler 320

Whisky set 1+6

Bottle 750Bottle 750



COLLECTION

PORTO

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal 
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real 
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially 
golden decorations are probably the only one which 
never came out of fashion. We have created really 
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum 
which provide to these individual collections 
extraordinary prestige and value.



Tumbler 320

Whisky set 1+6

Bottle 750Bottle 750

Whisky set 1+6

STEP



COLLECTION

PORTO

Our designers completed collections by suitable cutting 
which provides to this article additional craftsmanship.

Our collections are also offered with additional cuttings 
which has in Bohemia very long tradition. Each cutting 
represents unique pattern and perfect workmanship 
and exceptionality. 



JACKSTRAW

CHESS

Tumbler 320

Tumbler 320

Bottle 750

Whisky set 1+6

Whisky set 1+6

Bottle 750



Headquarters:
BOHEMIA TREASURY s.r.o.
U dubu 749/76 Braník
147 00 Praha 4
Czech Republic

Offi ce & Stock:
BOHEMIA TREASURY s.r.o.
Strojírnská 700
580 01 Havlíčkův Brod
Czech Republic

Contact information:
satoransky@bohemiatreasury.cz
tel.: +420 602 248 963
www.bohemiatreasury.cz
www.facebook.com/bohemiatreasury


